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please help Apr 4, 2010 I downloaded and compiled the fixed
version of Mitchell On Demand 5.8.2.35 2015 from I've
compiled it for Linux 32 bit. It shows the same crashes I'm
getting.Q: Shorcuts in batch files for using Data Driven
Redirect I know in a batch file you can use the?> tag to
redirect output to the file %TEMP%\Copy.log. However, I've
used this structure for years on command line and haven't ever
needed to have a substitution variable for %TEMP%. When
I'm writing a batch file to move files and make copies, I've
been using this statement on its own line: XCOPY /s /y
E:\source\Folder1\folder2\folder3\%~1\%~1-No-Ext.%~2
%TEMP%\Copy.log Is there a way to use the substitution
variable?TEMP? or some other simple shortcut so I don't have
to remember to include that in any of my batch files? A: It's
not simple in a way. No, it is not the simplest way to do this.
However, you could write a.bat file that simply calls the batch
file you want to use (or at least, a simple batch file that
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contains all the code from that batch file). That would be the
simplest way to do this for me, but I'm not a fan of code-inone-file ideas. For your XCOPY example, you could write
a.bat file as follows: @"path to XCOPY batch file" %1 This
will call the batch file for you, and supply it the path to the
batch file as an argument. If you need to use wildcards, that
can be done too. Note that XCOPY on its own may have
issues when passing wildcards, but the XCOPY.BAT file
should work with wildcards too. Other than that, there are
even more "universal" functions that can be used that are not
using a batch file at all, so you could use a for-loop or a findcommand to provide that functionality. For instance,
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